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During the last days of May in 1837, Sarah and Angelina
Grimke arrived in the city of Boston to begin a series of
Abolition Lectures in Eastern Massachusetts.' Even though
they had grown up in the heart of the southern aristocracy, the
sisters were moved to become part of the Quaker church, and get
involved in the anti-slavery movement. In the late 1820's, they
had left their home in South Carolina and settled in
Philadelphia where they joined the Female anti-slavery
society.
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Through communication with leading abolitionists

like William Lloyd Garrison, the Grimkes were encouraged to
devote themselves full-time to the cause. At first their
participation was limited to applying their considerable
literary skills to writing letters and brief pamphlets,
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but

eventually, they were persuaded to move to New York where they
began to lecture and lead discussion groups of other women.
During this stay in New York, the Grimke's talents for
persuasive speech became well known. As their fame grew, so did
their alienation from the orthodoxy of Quaker faith. Although
many of the Friends were active in the Abolition movement, the
sisters had long been aggravated by instances of race prejudice
and segregation in Northern Quaker meetings. They had also
grown tired of the constant criticism and restriction of their
actions and words which the Friends hierarchy imposed.4
Eventually, their negative feelings led to a virtual severing of
their Quaker ties, and a total alliance with the American
Anti-Slavery Society which was headquartered in New York City.
In mid-May of 1837, the sisters concluded their New York
oratory careers by participating in the first Anti-Slavery
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Convention of American Women. At this meeting, both sisters
delivered empassioned speeches on both their Abolitionist
convictions, and the importance of womens involvement in the
fight for emancipation. The Grimke's enthusiasm for public
speaking on the subject led to heated debates among the women
attending. Some delegates maintained that it was improper for
women to become directly involved in this kind of political
discussion, but the Grimke's held fast to their conviction that
white women who were prevented from expressing their opinion
were not much better off than black slaves.
The denial of our duty to act in this case is a
of our right to act; and if we have no right to
then may we well be termed 'the white slaves of
North,' for like our brethren in 5 bonds, we must
our lips in silence and despair.

denial
act,
the
seal

This radical call for freedom of speech for women, was coupled
with continuing demands for an end to racial prejudice among
Abolitionists in the North. Sarah Grimke also engaged in a very
frank discussion of the plight of black women who were abused by
slaveholders. This combination of issues made the sisters'
message a very potent one. That it might even be called
explosive was demonstrated when they left New York to begin a
speaking tour in New England.

II
The situation of women in the Massachusetts Congregational
Church had always been a controversial issue. From the
beginning, there was a sense that women were equal partners in
the "Holy Experiment", the migration from the oppression of
Anglican England to the religious freedom of the colonies.
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However, once the struggle of faith and will to establish a new
community gave way to an organized and structured church, the
import of this religious freedom for women was in doubt. The
classic example of a woman stifled by the fledgling authority
was Anne Hutchinson who in the 1630's established a movement on
the basis of her own "inner light" which ran at odds with the
teaching of "God's Word" by the Puritan preachers.
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She was

eventually tried for violating the biblical injunction against
women speaking in public. Hutchinson based her defense on the
claim that she was speaking under the influence of the
Spirit--exercising her gift of prophesy--, and on Paul's "rule
of the new creature" found in Gal 3:28.

This argument did

not convince the judges, and she was exiled from the colony.
When the Grimkes came to Massachusetts, two hundred years
later, opinion had changed very little in regard to woman's role
in society. An 1832 sermon by Reverend Joseph Richardson
provides a telling summary.
They [women] are not to mingle in the fierce contests
of strife and war and confusion. The delicacy of
their nature forbids them. Even in aid of the holy
causes of religion, in which they have an interest as
high as have the other sex, their influence will be
most sa^utary and efficient in their appropriate
sphere.
It is possible that Richardson's remarks are written in response
to the public lecturing of another female who scandalized
American church and society--Fanny Wright. A few years earlier,
this roman had created a major stir when she traveled about
offering talks on "free thought, a system of public education
for all children, equal rights for women and a ten-hour day for
the workingman." 9 In spite of (or perhaps because of) large
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crowds that attended her speeches, she was condemned by the
clergy and much of the media.
Her fame and misapplied talents attracted crowded
audiences.... The dogmas inculcated by this fallen and
degraded fair one, if acted upon by the community
would produce he destruction of religion, morals, law
and equity j0 and result in savage anarchy and
confusion.
Regardless of whether Richardson was refering to Fanny
Wright in his comments, his words do reveal an attitude of
hostility toward women who speak in public. This hostility was
soon to be felt by the Grimke's as they began their New England
Lecture series.
The sisters spent their first several day in Boston
visiting with local heads of the Abolition movement. After
several smaller gatherings, Angelina began their formal
lecturing with an address to over 400 women at the Female
Anti-Slavery Society.
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The response to their speaking was

overwhelming, and crowds began to grow. The sisters spoke of a
different attitude in the Boston area: "in New York we were
allowed to sit and do nothing--here invitations to labor press
in from all sides." 12 From all accounts, the Grimkes made
the most of the invitations which were given to them.
Late in June, they began a tour of Essex, Middlesex, and
Worcester counties; including a meeting at Lynn where they
attracted their "first large mixed audience."
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At Salem,

they spoke several times with good success, and at Amesbury they
made a good showing in debates against two men who challenged
them on the question "does the Bible sanction American
slavery?" 14 The sisters encountered a crowd of 1500 people
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in the mill town of Lowell, and they continued to be amazed at
the response to their message.
It is wonderful how the way has been opened for us to
address mixed audiences, for most sects here are
greatly opposed to public speaking for women, but
curiosity and real interest in the antislavery
cause...induce the attendance at our meetings.... Our
compass of voice has astonished us, for we can fill a
house containing 1009 5 present with ease. We feel that
the Lord is with us.
In this quote Angelina offers three possible explanations
for the huge number of people that attended their lectures. In
the first place, the curiousity factor was indeed great. Two
renowned women speaking in public, complete with southern
accents, must have been a great drawing card. On the other
hand, these were not the first women Abolitionists to speak in
the area since the Massachusetts "Female Anti-Slavery Society
had accustomed reformers to seeing women participating in public
meetings." 16 The second possible reason, "real interest in
the antislavery cause," is also realistic, although there were
many fine abolitionist speakers in the area at the time. The
most interesting answer which Angelina provides is the thought
that "the Lord is with us." In the tradition of Ann Hutchinson
and others, the Grimkes were certain that their message of
freedom for all Americans was given and supported by God. Other
people in Massachusetts were not so convinced.

III

Given the attention that Sarah and Angelina received from
the public, it is not surprising that they were perceived
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negatively by certain segments of the society. Two Newspaper
blurbs show how derogatory this perception could be:
why are all the old hens abolitionists? Because not
being able to obtain husbands they think they may
stand some chance for a negro, if they can only make
amalgamation fashionable.
The Misses Grimke have made speeches, wrote pamphlets,
exhibited themselves in public, etc. for a long time,
but they have not found husbands yet. We suspect that
they would prefer white children ^9 black under
certain circumstances, after all.
Response from the clergy may have lacked this sensational tone,
but it was no less adamant in rejecting the Grimke's right to
give public lectures.
After the Grimke's had been in Massachusetts for only three
weeks, ministers of the Congregational General Association held
their annual meeting in the town of Brookfield. On June 27,
1837 they adjourned their meeting and issued a Pastoral letter
to the Congregational Churches under their care. This letter
was intended to be a direct response to what was seen as
improprieties in the Abolition movement, especially to the
Grimkes. The first section of the letter stated that no issue
for debate should be forced upon any pastor or church. The
second spoke against the practice of "encouraging lecturers or
preachers on certain topics of reform to present to present
their subjects within the parochial limits of settled pastors
without their consent." 18 This injunction was obviously
directed toward itinerent Abolistionist lecturers, and those who
supported them, but it was the third section that addressed the
activities of the Gpimke sisters.
We invite your attention to the dangers which at
present seem to threaten the female character with
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wide spread and permanent injury.
The appropriate duties and influence of women,
are clearly stated in the New Testament. Those duties
and that influence are unobtrusive and private, but
the sources of mighty power. When the mild,
dependent, softening influence of woman upon the
sternness of man's opinions is fully exercised,
society feels the effects of it in a thousand forms.
The power of woman is in her dependence, flowing from
the consciousness of that weakness which God has given
her for her protection and which keeps her in those
departments of life that form the character of
individuals and of the nation. There are social
influences which females use in promoting piety and
the great objects of christian benevolence, which we
cannot too highly commend. We appreciate the
unostentatious prayers and efforts of woman, in
advancing the cause of religion at home and
abroad:--in Sabbatrh schools, in leading 'religious
inquirers to their pastor for instruction, nad in all
such associated effort as becomes the modesty of ger
sex; and earnestly hope that she may abound more and
more in these labours of piety and love. But when she
assumes the place and tome of a man as a public
reformer, our care and protection of her seem
unnecessary, we put ourselves in self defence against
her, she yields the power which God has given her for
protection, and her character becomes unnatural. If
the vine, whose strength and beauty is to lean upon
the trellis work and half conceal its clusters, thinks
to assume the independence and the overshadowing
nature of the elm, it will not only cease to bear
fruit, but fall in shame and dishonour into the dust.
We cannot, therefore, but regret the mistaken
conduct of those who encourage females to bear and
obtrusive and ostentatious part in measures of reform,
and countenance any of that sex who so far forget
themselves as to itinerate in the character of public
lecturers and teachers.
We especially deplore the intimate acquaintance
nad promiscuous conversation of females with regard to
things "which ought not to be named;" by which that
modesty and delicacy which is the charm of domestic
life, and which constitute the true influence of women
in society are consumed, and the way opened, as we
apprehend, for degeneracy and ruin. We say these
things, not to discourage proper influences against
sin, but to secure such reformatip$ as we believe is
scriptural and will be permanent.
As a doctrine for the oppression of womankind, this document is
lacking very little. It begins with biblical proof for the
position that a woman's only influence in the world should be
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"mild, dependant, and softening." It is not said where this
proof is taken from, but the description certainly fits well
with the ideal roll of women in a male dominated church society.
The Pastoral letter creates a tone of opposition between the
sexes ("we put ourselves in self defence against her") which is
certainly not part of the biblical scheme of things. The
writers are definitely afraid of losing their control over women
in the society ("but when she assumes the place and tone of a
man as public reformer our care and protection of her seem
unnecessary"). The image of woman as the delicate vine opposed
to man as the mighty elm tree gives a very poetic picture of the
vast separation of the sexes in 19th century America. The
Grimkes believed that God was calling them to deliver their
message of emancipation, but the clergy of the Massachusetts
Congregational General Association did not hear the message,
rather they condemned the sisters for misusing the power which
God had given them, and having "unnatural character."
There were other negative responses from within the ranks
of Congregationalism. A sermon by Reverend Parsons
Cooke--"Female Preaching: Unlawful and Inexpedient"--was
preached in Lynn, and published sometime in August of 1837.
Cooke allows that women are allowed to write pamphlets and
articles in favor of social reform, but that public speaking is
beyond the woman's "sphere."
To a well balanced mind there is something
revolting in the spectacle of a woman fitted by nature
for great usefulness in her proper sphere, intruding
upon the theatres of masculine ambition, trampling
under foot the commands of God, and the decencies of
her sex, under a mistaken zeal for God, and appealing
to the curiosity of the public, and to the love for
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the gratification, which many find inseeing a woman
disgrace herself, for the sake of drawing after her
listening ^5owds, and being intoxicated by their
applauses.
Rev. Cooke calls the sister's zeal "mistaken," and explains the
success of their preaching by "the curiosity of the public." He
claims that no amount of talent displayed in female preaching
can annul a divine prohibition, and make it desirous in the
sight of God or man for a woman to undertake to edify a mixed
assembly. It is certainly not desirous in the sight of man (or
specifically males) at that time, but is it up to anyone to say
what is desirous in the sight of God?
Another sermon from 1838, also tries to summarize the
"biblical" teachings on women:
Thus if language has any definitive meaning, the Bible
seems clearly to teach that men should always set at
the helm, to lead public sentiment and control public
movements; while woman was to move in another but not
less important or honorable sphere, where she was to
put forth the peculiar and powerful 1 influences of her
personal virtues and acquirements.
Quotes like this one lead to the question: why were the clergy
so concerned about the success of the sisters preaching? There
are many answers to that question including the fact that the
Anti-Slavery cause was not universally popular in the
North. 22 It is also beyond a doubt that the clergy who
turned to the Scriptures actually found enough evidence to
support their sexist opinions.

23

It appears to be evident,

however, that there was a certain amount of self interest
involved in the clergy's attempt to silence the Grimkes and
other women. There must have been at least a smattering fo
jealousy felt when these women came to town and began to pack
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people into the meeting houses. After all a local preacher
could only put up with so much competition in his town. One
final sermon quote supports this last explanation:
urge them over the line which scripture has drawn,
convince them it is their duty or their privilege to
teach and pray in meetings composed of both sexes, and
what Bible proof or right have you to prevent their
taking fuJ4 possession of the christian
ministry.
Negative response to the Grimke's mission also came from
within the Abolitionist camp. On August 18th, the Boston
Recorder published an "Appeal of the Abolitionists of Andover
Theological Seminary," including a paragraph which
"discountenanced and condemned as improper and unwise" the
" Public lectures of Females ." 25

The article explictly

states that the Abolitionists are not doubting the principles or
influence of the Grimke's (not mentioned by name) work, but that
they could not "sufficiently regret that its influence is not
confined to a sphere of labor which would advance rather than
prejudice so greatly the cause of emancipation."
It is not surprising that once the clergy denounced the
work that other Abolitionists began to get nervous about the
impact of the sisters tour. In spite of the fact that they were
filling meeting houses, supporters of the movement worried about
the long term effect of their speaking in public. This worry
was exacerbated when the sisters began to reply to the charges
which the Congregational clergy and others had made. In
separate series of articles Angelina and Sarah wrote forcefully
about the need for women to be allowed to speak freely on issues
of public concern. 26

Suddenly the atmosphere which had been
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so accepting to begin with became hostile, at least at the
official clerical level. Even Theodore Weld, the Grimke's long
time supporter would infuriate them with requests to tone done
their response to the Pastoral Letter and other challenges to
their rights as women.27
Not everyone had a negative reaction to these women
speaking in public. William Lloyd Garrison published supportive
reports of their work in the Liberator, and a radical
Congregational minister from Connecticut, Henry Clarke Wright,
used the same forum to publicize the lectures which he helped to
arrange for the Grimkes.

28

Some very creative response came

from two area Abolitionists. The Quaker poet, John Greenleaf
Whittier, wrote a piece mocking the pastoral letter, as did
Maria Weston Chapman, a leading Boston Anti-Slavery advocate.
Both poems are appended to this paper, but Mrs. Chapman's
sarcasm deserves quotation in part.
Our patriot fathers, of eloquent fame,
Waged war against tangible forms;
Aye, their foes were men--and if ours were the same,
We might speedily quiet their storms;
But, Ah! their descendants enjoy not such bliss-The assumptions of Britain were nothing to this.
Could we but array all our force in the field,
We'd teach these usurpers of power
That their bodily saftey demands they should yield,
And in the presence of manhood should cower;
But, alas! for our tethered and impotent state,
Chained 2 ^y the notions of knighthood--we can but
debate.
It should be noted that Whittier balanced off his refutation of
the Pastoral Letter with an appeal to the sisters to redirect
their concern for the Woman's Rights Issue. "The Massachusetts
Congregational Association can do you no harm if you do not
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allow its splenetic and idle manifesto to divert your attention
from the great and holy purpose of your souls."30
In spite of discouragment on several fronts, the Grimke
sisters refused to be diverted from their chosen task.

We have given great offense on account of our
womanhood, which seems to be as objectionable as our
abolitionism. The whole land seems aroused to
discussion on the province of woman, and I am glad of
it. We are willing to bear the brunt of the storm, if
we can only be the means of making a break in that
wall of public opinion which lies right in the way of
woman's rig s, true dignity, honor and
usefulness.
The sisters continued their Massachusetts tour until October
when ill health forced both of them into semi-retirement. But
even in a short time, they had made a distictive mark on the
thought and society of the area. As Abolitionists and
pioneering advocates of womens rights, Sarah and Angelina Grimke
helped to raise the collective consciousness of Boston and all
New England.

IV

In many ways, the struggle for recognition of women's
rights was a secondary issue for the Grimke's. It was almost
forced upon them by the Pastoral Letter, and other measures
taken in response to their lecturing. The fact that it became
such an issue raises several questions for the modern
churchperson who studies the situation.
In the first place, at a time when more and more women are
devoting themselves to careers in Christian ministry, people in
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the church, and especially male ministers must be open to the
message that women have to offer. Ours is a time in which the
church is in need of all qualified leaders, and it is a shame if
certain people are excluded because of gender or race. The
longstanding biases against women and non whites are slowly
beginning to be dissolved in certain segments of our society,
churches must be leaders and not laggers in this effort to
provide what Angelina Grimke called "woman's rights, true
dignity honor and usefulness."
Secondly, Congregationalists need to look at this incident
and learn a lesson about their polity. There is an inherent
right for any Congregationalist, clergy or not, to speak her or
his mind on a given social issue. However, when a group of
clergy sees fit to issue a statement like the Pastoral Letter,
offering a blanket condemnation of a person's or persons'
actions, the right of any Congregationalist to think freely is
in jepordy. John Greenleaf Whittier was correct when he drew
parallels between the Pastoral Letter, and a Papal Bull.
A "Pastoral Letter," grave and dull-Alas! in hoof and horns and features,
How different is your Brookfield bull,
From him who bellows from St. Peter's!
Whatever the motivation behind the Pastoral Letter and similar
documents, it cannot be justified in a church where individual
conscience is held in high esteem.
The Congregational responses to the Grimkes, discussed in
this paper are not a chapter of our history to be proud of, but
rather to learn from. They highlight a 19th century attitude
towards women which has no place in the Congregational Church of
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the 20th century.
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Confusion bas soized us, and all things go wrong,
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11nd, itrsteml of fixed strars, Hlloot FAS coltlots along.
And are setting the world by the ears!
In courses erratic they're wheeling through space,
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Of woman. when out eet' '. h er allure,"
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And shorten Iii is (torrid career;.
But for .-piritual gtti,laurece no luu!yer they 4e>e+ 1
To Pul.uttt, or Winslow. or le •nrnc,t Par:on Cook.

In vain do our knowing ones try to compute
'fltuir return to the orbit designed;
'1'ht:yru glrtnectt at t moment, then onward tltt►y shoot,
And are neither to hold nor to bind;"
so freely they move in their chosen ellipse,
'l'Ito "berths of Creation " do fear nn eclipse.

Our u iso men ta vi' tri,'d to exorcise in vain
'l'I w Iurleuletit. Nisiri nter..,L,l;
As well might to' ele.tl with th t:'tterless itr ►in,
Or eonu1ucr etlwr-Nd es.,•irr t : with sword;
Like then devils of 11i11irlk, air y rime front eltell blow,
With spirit imbruke•n, ill.nititig time foe.

'J'1tey've taken a uceiion to speak for themselves,
Ancl are %ieIdinl; the tongue and the pen;
'I'Irry'vee utioi,n 1 e?I1 the ro"tram; the ternt: Lgnnt elves,
Arr,1--eels ]turriei'—arre talking to eneenI
)Vit 1 ► fares nteld:cucliod in our proienen they route
To harangue us. they say. in behalf of the dumb.

Our patriot . frt}rr'rs, of eiuelurttt ficuce,
Waged war ag.iijist tirr gible forms;
Aye, their fires were tuk'lm—tim el if ours were the sett, ' ,
We might S P I ' t ' d i Iy cutlet tlr^'ir.strern ►s;
But, loll! their • lrst'.'teelrtnts enjoy not Srtt']t Wis -Tu a assumptions of Britain we're nothing to this.

They insist on their right to petition and pray,
That St. Paul, in f.Corinlhiaua, have given theta rules
For appearing in public; despite what those say
n we've trained to itrsirtict. Ellen, in schools;
Whom

But vain such instructions, if wonwn may scan
And quote tutx of S ripture to favor their plait.
Our grandntotliers' learning i usi,le:e1 of yore
In spreading their gesne:re ►ers hoards;
In twisting time elistutf, or a upping t.itt+ floor,
And obef,in!; the trill ' f' fhe'ir lurrly.
sow. misses nu tt y reason, and t.ltink, and debate.
Till unrluctttotrral ,aleniia^inn is quits o t of .bite.
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Could we Not arriiv all our fore, in the tlrld,
' 61 teach these usurpers of flower
That their bodily safet y drntcurds they should yield,
.ti
in the prese • ru • e • ;If ntu t{keti sin umId ec,a-er;
But, all y .! for our tetlt, • re•tl an al itupflie • trt sintee, ,
Chained by i.wtions of knighthood.—we can but debate.
iii

iii

Olt! shuttle of the prophet Malioniet, arise!
Place w• oinnn ngaiu in "her sphere,"
Anal terte'lt Hint h er hceul was nest born for the skit• s,
11 1t h. to h u h h er a brief moment here.
This doctrine of Jesus. as 1► rimctle• d up by Paul,
If eiulenaceel in its spirit, will ruin its all.
1., O , fS , f' C."r<'uti,rrt.
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